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Abstract

NOMAD is a neutrino oscillation experiment designed to search for n appearance in the CERN-SPS wide band nt m

beam. Signal detection relies on the identification of n charged current interactions using kinematic criteria. The analysis oft

the 1995 data sample yields no oscillation signal. Combining all studied t decay modes, a limit of sin22u - 4.2=10y3 ismt

obtained for large Dm2 at the 90% confidence level. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The field of neutrino physics is rich in unsolved
anomalies which could be explained by massive

1 Deceased.
2 Now at UCSC, Santa Cruz, CA, USA.
3 Now at University of Colorado, Boulder, CO, USA.
4 Now at University of Perugia, Perugia, Italy.

w xneutrinos and neutrino oscillations 1 . All experi-
ments measuring the flux of solar neutrinos observe
a deficit compared to the prediction of solar models.
The ratio of muon to electron events observed in
atmospheric neutrino interactions is measured by
most experiments to be less than expected from
models of cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere.
The LSND experiment has observed possible oscilla-

w xtion signals in the n yn and n yn channels 2 .m e m e
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Finally various astrophysical observations indicate
the existence of non-luminous matter in the universe,
a prime candidate for which is the relic neutrinos
from the big bang provided their mass is a few
eVrc2. These observations make the search for neu-
trino oscillations a very worthwhile endeavour.

This letter describes a search for n yn oscilla-m t

tions in the predominantly n CERN-SPS wide bandm

beam using the appearance method. The experiment
is sensitive to the cosmologically relevant mass range
w x Ž 2 2 4.3 d m )1 eV rc and to mixing angles about an
order of magnitude smaller than the best limit avail-

w x Ž 2able at the time of the NOMAD proposal 4 sin 2u
y3 2 .-5=10 at high d m , set by the E531 experi-

w xment 5 .
Potential n candidates are identified through theirt

Ž .charged current CC interaction. NOMAD is de-
y yŽ .signed to detect both the leptonic e n n or m n ne t m t

Ž .and hadronic 1-prong or 3-prong decay modes of
the produced ty. The n interactions are recognizedt

through kinematic criteria based on the isolation of
the t decay products from the remainder of the event
and on the momentum imbalance in the transverse

Ž .plane missing p induced by the momentum car-T
Ž .ried away by the final state neutrino s from t decay.

This method imposes stringent requirements on
the design of the detector. Electrons and muons need
to be well identified to search for t ’s in the leptonic

modes as well as for rejecting CC background as
efficiently as possible in the t ™ hadrons search.
The energy of neutral particles and the momentum of
charged particles needs to be measured as precisely
as possible in order to have good missing p resolu-T

tion.

2. The detector

A side view of the NOMAD setup is shown in
Fig. 1 and a detailed description of the detector can

w xbe found elsewhere 6 . We describe briefly its main
components. The NOMAD detector consists of a
number of subdetectors most of which are located in
a dipole magnet with a field volume of 7.5=3.5=

3.5 m3. The target part of the detector was designed
to accommodate two conflicting requirements: to be

Žas light as possible low density and low atomic
.number materials in order to allow the precise mea-

surement of charged particle momenta and to mini-
mize electromagnetic showers and hadronic interac-
tions, and to be as heavy as possible in order to
produce a significant number of neutrino interac-
tions.

This conflict was resolved using an active target
Ž . 2 Ž .2.7 tons of 44 3=3 m drift chambers DC
perpendicular to the beam axis, with the target mass

Fig. 1. Side view of the NOMAD detector.
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Ž .mainly carbon given by the chamber structure with
an average density of 0.1 grcm3. Placed inside the
magnetic field of 0.4 T, these chambers provide a
momentum resolution of

s 0.05 0.008=pp
f [ ,

5' 'p L L

where L is the track length in meters, and p is the
momentum in GeVrc. This corresponds to a resolu-
tion of 3.5% for average length tracks with momenta
up to 20 GeVrc. The drift chambers are followed by

Ž . w x9 transition radiation modules TRD 7 . Each mod-
ule consists of a polypropylene radiator followed by
a plane of straw tubes. Five additional drift chambers
are interleaved with the TRD modules. Two scintilla-
tor trigger planes, T1 and T2, are placed before and
after the TRD. Together with a veto scintillation
plane V, placed in front of the magnet, they provide

Ž .the trigger VT1T2. A preshower PS , consisting of a
Ž .1.6 radiation length X lead converter and a hori-0

zontal and a vertical plane of proportional tubes,
follows the TRD and precedes an electromagnetic

Ž . w x Žcalorimeter ECAL 8 consisting of an array 19
ˇ.X of lead glass Cerenkov counters. The energy0

Ž .resolution of the PSrECAL system is s E rEs
(3.2%r E GeV [ 1%. The combination of theŽ .

TRD information with tracking and calorimetry yields
excellent electron identification as described below.

Ž .An iron-scintillator hadronic calorimeter HCAL
(with an energy resolution of 100%r E GeV isŽ .

located just outside the magnet coil and is followed
by two muon detection stations consisting of large
area drift chambers, the first after 8 and the second

Ž .after 13 interaction lengths l . They provide seg-0

ments and hits which can be associated to extrapo-
lated DC tracks.

3. The neutrino beam

The CERN-SPS wide band beam is produced by
450 GeVrc protons impinging on a beryllium target.
The resulting positive particles are focused into a
quasi parallel beam by a system of magnetic horns
and allowed to decay in a 290 m long evacuated
tunnel followed by an earth and iron shield. The

neutrinos are produced at an average distance of 625
m from the detector. In the absence of oscillations
the relative beam composition in n :n :n :n ism m e e

1:0.07:0.01:0.003 with corresponding average ener-
w xgies of 23.6, 22.7, 37.0 and 33.2 GeV 6 . Note that

the smallness of the n component makes the searche
y yfor t ™e n n particularly sensitive as few n CCe t e

background events will be produced. Direct contami-
nation by n ’s from the decay of D mesons pro-t s

duced at the beryllium target is estimated to be in the
y6 w x5=10 range 9 , and therefore negligible com-

pared to the sensitivity of the experiment.

4. The data sample

This analysis is based on data collected during the
first NOMAD run in 1995, for a total exposure of

19 Ž .0.86=10 protons on target p.o.t. . During that
year the drift chambers were installed in 3 stages, so
that the running time was divided into 3 nearly equal
periods in which 16, then 32, then the full 44 target
chambers were in place. During the analysis, events
from the target were selected by requiring a vertex
consisting of at least 2 tracks inside the fiducial area
< <x -130 cm and y125-y-135 cm, where x and
y are the horizontal and vertical detector axes per-
pendicular to the beam. In the direction along the
longitudinal detector axis, z, which coincides with
the beam direction up to a rotation of 42 mrad in the
yyz plane, the vertex was required to be at least 5
cm into the target. This yields 130 000 events with
an identified muon which, given the muon detection
efficiency of 80%, corresponds to 162 000 n CCm

events. The overall data sample therefore includes
these events and correspondingly smaller numbers of

Ž .neutral current NC events and of events produced
by other neutrino flavours.

For studies of low multiplicity events including
quasielastic neutrino interactions, a special event se-
lection was made also allowing a single visible track
in a slightly reduced fiducial volume.

Ž .Monte Carlo MC events are generated according
to the expected neutrino flux using a deeply inelastic
Ž . w xDIS event generator based on LEPTO 6.1 10 and
supplemented by generators for quasielastic events
and events in the resonance region. The LEPTO
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events were generated above a momentum transfer
Q2 of 0.3 GeV 2 and an invariant mass of the
hadronic system W 2 of 1.3 GeV 2. They were subse-

w xquently passed through a GEANT 11 based full
detector simulation. The MC statistics used for the
present analysis include samples of 180 000 n CCm

Ž .and n CC events equivalent to the data statistics ,m

Ž30 000 n CC and n CC events about 10 times thee e
. Ždata statistics and 140 000 NC events more than

.twice the data statistics . Samples of about 10 000 nt

events are used for each of the t decay channels.

4.1. EÕent reconstruction

The trajectories of charged particles are recon-
structed from the hits in the drift chambers. From
these trajectories momenta are estimated using a

w xKalman filter technique 12 whose transport equa-
tions include the magnetic field map and account for
the energy loss and multiple scattering in the ma-
teriels traversed. Energy losses are initially computed
assuming all particles are pions but particles later
identified as electrons or positrons by other subdetec-

Žtors are re-fitted to account for bremsstrahlung elec-
.tron fit . Vertices are formed from charged tracks

emerging from the same region in space and track
parameters are evaluated at the fitted vertex position
w x12 . For isolated tracks the position of the first hit
serves as a vertex. The neutrino interaction point, the
primary vertex, is defined as the most upstream

vertex with at least one charged track with momen-
tum larger than 500 MeVrc. A typical reconstructed
event is shown in Fig. 2.

Charged energy clusters are formed by summing
the energy depositions in the calorimeter cells pointed
to by charged tracks. Neutral clusters are defined
from the remaining contiguous cells. Neutral parti-
cles are constructed by connecting them to the pri-
mary vertex.

Track segments are reconstructed separately in the
two muon stations. Tracks with momentum larger
than 2.5 GeVrc, the threshold to reach station 1, are
identified as muons if they extrapolate to within 40
cm of at least one of those segments. Electron identi-
fication is discussed in Section 6. All tracks not
identified as muons or electrons are assumed, at this
stage, to be charged pions.

4.2. Kinematic Õariables

The first step towards the reconstruction of kine-
matic variables is the definition and reconstruction of
the hadronic jet. The difficulty here is to avoid
double counting due to secondary interactions within
the target volume and due to the energy deposition
by charged particles in the calorimeter.

The particles included in the hadronic jet are:
Ø Charged hadrons associated to the primary vertex.

Only the momentum measured in the DC is used,
and associated charged clusters are discarded.

Fig. 2. A fully reconstructed n -CC candidate. The longest track is a muon matched to the segments in the muon chambers. Energym

depositions in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters can also be seen.
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Ø Neutral clusters in the electromagnetic calorime-
ter.

0 ŽØ V ’s pairs of oppositely charged tracks making a
secondary vertex due to K 0’s, L’s and photon

.conversions pointing to the primary vertex.
Ø Charged hadrons belonging to a secondary vertex

with no incoming charged track, i.e. compatible
Ž 0 .with the interaction of a neutral hadron n, K .L

Ø Single charged particles if they extrapolate back
Žlinearly to the primary vertex asymmetric photon

.conversions .
The hadronic jet formed in this way is measured

with an energy resolution of about 25%. It can then
Ž .be combined with the measured lepton s , if any, to

obtain the kinematic quantities of the event.
The sample of identified n CC event candidates,m

where ideally all final state particles can be detected,
is used to assess the reconstruction of the kinematic
variables in the data sample over the full kinematical
range. Satisfactory agreement with Monte Carlo ex-

w xpectations is observed in most variables 13 . These
include Q2, W 2, the Bjorken variables x and y ,B B

Žand the total visible energy E an approximationÕ i s
.to the incident neutrino energy . The transverse vari-

ables, measured in a plane perpendicular to the
beam, are however the most sensitive to the detailed
simulations of the events. In particular, the trans-
verse missing momentum, pm, which results fromT

the difference between the reconstructed hadronic jet
and muon transverse momenta, is a direct measure of
the resolution of the reconstruction of the hadronic
jet. In the data pm has an average value of 820T

MeVrc compared to 620 MeVrc in the Monte
Carlo simulation. This discrepancy of 200 MeVrc,
which is to be compared to an average muon trans-
verse momentum of 1.6 GeVrc, well reproduced by
the Monte Carlo, indicates that the hadronic jet
reconstruction resolution is underestimated in the
simulation. At this stage, the simulation includes a
smearing introduced by the initial state nucleon Fermi

Ž .motion 160 MeVrc on average and the full detec-
tor simulation takes into account the contributions

Žfrom the detector resolutions 300 MeVrc on aver-
.age , from reconstruction inefficiencies in the vari-

Ž .ous subdetectors 450 MeVrc on average and from
Žundetected neutrals escaping the calorimeter 250

.MeVrc on average . Additional effects, which can
contribute to the hadronic jet resolution, are currently

under study. A more refined nuclear model which
includes the simulation of intranuclear cascades and
other effects due to the nuclear target is being intro-
duced. A more detailed simulation of the response of
the drift chambers is being obtained from a careful
study of high statistics data. Preliminary results indi-
cate that these effects, when included, improve the
agreement between the data sample and the simula-
tion. However, for the purpose of the analyses pre-
sented in this paper, a method has been developed
that makes use of the data sample to correct the
estimates of the backgrounds and signal efficiencies
which are affected by these discrepancies.

4.3. The data simulator

For all the expected t signals and a large fraction
of the expected backgrounds the signal and back-
ground efficiencies for cuts involving the hadronic
system can be obtained from the data themselves.
This is achieved by starting from a measured n CCm

Ževent, removing the identified muon track and en-
.ergy deposition , and replacing it by another lepton

ll .
If ll is a neutrino, one obtains fake neutral cur-

rent events which at these energies, up to charge
effects in the hadronic system, simulate actual neu-
tral current events.

If ll is an electron, a sample of fake n CCe

events with about 100 times the statistics of the data
is obtained after corrections for the relative n rne m

flux and the erm efficiency.
Finally, if ll is a t , followed by a simulation of t

decay into the channel being studied, a large sample
of fake t signal events is generated.

All these samples are collectively referred to as
Ž .the data simulator DS . The same procedure can

also be applied to reconstructed n CC MC eventsm

Ž .Monte Carlo simulator, MCS . A comparison of the
result of the MCS to the standard MC yields a
powerful cross check of the validity of the muon
replacement procedure and the corrections applied,
and an estimate of the corresponding systematic
uncertainty. On the other hand, a comparison of the
DS to the MCS gives a direct measure of the effect
of the differences in the hadronic system between the
data and the MC, since the leptonic efficiencies are
well reproduced.
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All signal and background efficiencies, except for
n CC events, are obtained through the formulam

e =eMC DS
es , 1Ž .

eMCS

which implies that efficiencies for lepton reconstruc-
tion and an approximate estimate of hadron recon-

Ž .struction are obtained from the Monte Carlo e ,MC

while the effect of the hadronic jet differences be-
tween the data and the MC, which are the main
cause of the missing p discrepancy, is taken intoT

account through the ratio e re . This way ofDS MCS

calculating efficiencies will be referred to as the data
simulator method. It has been checked that efficien-
cies obtained through this method are indeed stable
with respect to variations of the Monte Carlo input
Žnuclear effects, fragmentation, detector resolution

.functions within the quoted uncertainty.

5. t appearance search

In principle, NOMAD is sensitive to a t appear-
ance search in all t decay channels, leptonic and
hadronic. The basic concept of the oscillation search
in each channel is to use the various MC and data
simulator samples to define a set of cuts that reduce
the background to an acceptable level and optimize
the sensitivity to n ™n oscillations. All quotedm t

signal and background efficiencies are obtained by
the data simulator method, with the exception of the
n CC contribution for which this is not possible.m

The t™mnn channel, which could contribute about
w x10% to the total sensitivity 14 , is dominated by the

n CC background. In view of the intrinsic difficultym

of the evaluation of the systematic uncertainty on
this background, this channel is not included in the
results presented in this paper.

5.1. Sources of background

A charged current n interaction is recognizablet

Ž .due to two effects of the unobserved neutrino s
from the decay of the t . The first effect is a missing
p larger than expected in standard CC events butT

lower than in NC events and correlated in direction
with the charged t decay products. The second

effect is an underestimate of the leptonic fraction of
the final state energy. In addition, the visible decay
products of the t are more isolated from the recoil
jet than fragments of the hadron jet being mistakenly
identified as t decay products.

In the hadronic decay channels the NC and CC
backgrounds must be suppressed kinematically. In
addition, the CC background must be reduced through
an efficient lepton veto. In the electron channel the
dominant background arises from mismeasured ne

CC events, which must again be reduced by kinemat-
ical cuts, while most of the NC background is re-
moved by tight lepton quality and moderate isolation
cuts.

Backgrounds from NC and n CC events and alle

signal efficiencies can be controlled by comparing
the MC, MCS, and DS samples. For all channels the
simulation of the processes yielding background to
the t search is checked by comparing the estimates
of these processes in kinematic regions where no
signal is expected. Moreover, because of the small
n component of the beam, essentially no n andm t

hence no tq are expected in the data. The estimates
Ž .for some backgrounds e.g. NC can therefore be

checked further by performing an analysis in the tq

channel. Note that more positive than negative back-
ground is expected from these sources because of the
more favourable charge configuration.

5.2. General analysis strategy

The general analysis procedure followed for all t

decay channels can be summarized as follows.
A set of event quality cuts is applied based on the

charge balance at the primary vertex and the momen-
tum errors. This removes at most 15% of the events.

For each channel, two separate analyses are car-
ried out: one using events with G1 tracks at the
primary vertex in addition to the t decay products
Ž .the DIS analysis and the other using events with 0

Žor 1 or 2 additional tracks the low multiplicity
.analysis . Since events with 1 or 2 additional tracks

can enter both analyses a cut on the hadronic mo-
mentum, ph, is applied to make the two studies

Ž hcomplementary. The choice of the cut p )1.5
GeVrc for the DIS analysis and ph -1.5 GeVrc

.for the low multiplicity analysis is intended to en-
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rich the low multiplicity sample in quasi-elastic and
resonance events.

Ž .The visible decay products X of potential tÕ

Žcandidates are identified. If a primary lepton muon
.or electron is reconstructed, X is taken to be thatÕ

lepton and the event is used for the t™m or t™e
Ž .analysis X s m or e . If no lepton candidates areÕ

found, the event is considered for the t™ hadron
channels. X is then taken to be a charged hadronÕ

Ž . y 0for the one prong analysis X s p , a p pÕ

Ž y 0.combination for the r analysis X s p p or aÕ

suitable 3-hadron combination for the 3-prong analy-
Ž .sis X s 3p .Õ

5.3. Definition of Õariables

The following kinematic variables are defined and
used to separate the signal from the background:

m < X Õ h <Ø p , defined as p qp and interpreted as aT T T

measurement of the transverse momentum of the
Ž .neutrino s from t decay.

Ø p X Õ and u X Õ, the transverse component of p X Õ
T

and angle in the laboratory of the decay product
with respect to the beam direction.

Ø the transverse mass, M , given by M 2 sT T
X Õ m 2Ž .4 p p sin f r2 , where f is the angle inT T X m X mÕ Õ

the transverse plane between the visible and invis-
ible t decay products. For true t events, M Fm ,T t

up to detector resolution effects.
Ø Q , the component of p X Õ perpendicular to theT

Ž .total visible momentum vector including X .Õ

Large Q implies that X is well isolated fromT Õ

the remaining hadronic jet.
Ø Q , the component of p X Õ perpendicular to theL e p

Ž .hadronic jet direction excluding X . Its functionÕ

is very similar to Q , but it is more useful whenT

the momentum of the recoil jet, ph, is small.
Ø u , the angle between the hadronic jet and X .X h ÕÕ

Ø f , f , the angles in the transverse planeX h m hÕ

between the hadronic recoil vector and the visible
w xand invisible decay product, respectively 15 .

Ø Ratios of linear combinations of pm, p X Õ, andT T

ph , equivalent to functions of the previous twoT

angles described.
For some channels, combinations of these and

other variables are used to build a likelihood ratio.
The likelihood functions entering this ratio are ap-
proximated by the product of one or two dimensional

probability density functions of these variables. As is
common practice, the logarithm of this ratio has been
used. The actual set of variables used for each decay
channel will be described where appropriate.

5.4. t efficiency

For each channel the t efficiency is obtained
using the data simulator method outlined above. The
values quoted are calculated relative to the number
of events with G 1 additional tracks for the DIS
analysis and F 2 additional tracks for the low
multiplicity analysis. The quoted uncertainties in-
clude uncertainties in the simulation of the hadronic
system and the statistical uncertainty of the Monte
Carlo and data simulator samples used. The cuts and
procedures specific to the analysis of each channel
are presented in the following sections.

I I6. t ™e n n decayse t

Topologically, an electron candidate is defined as
a drift chamber track traversing the transition radia-
tion detector and pointing to an energy deposition in
the lead glass. At first, the momentum of the candi-
date, p, is taken to be that computed at the origin of
the track using the electron fit. The energy of the
electron, E, is taken to be the energy of the calorime-
ter cluster it points to, augmented by the energy of
all the photons that could have come from
bremsstrahlung emission. Only candidates associated
to the primary vertex and with p)1.5 GeVrc are
considered. To reject charged hadrons the following
requirements are imposed on a candidate:

w xØ An energy deposition in the TRD 7 such that the
probability for a pion to have deposited that much
energy is -10y3. No other primary track is
allowed to hit the same TRD tubes.

Ø A preshower pulse height well above that of a
w xminimum ionizing particle 8 .

Ø A calorimeter cluster shape consistent with that of
an electromagnetic shower as measured in an

w xelectron test beam 8 .
Ø The energy and the momentum of the candidate

to agree within
Ž . Ž .y0.2 - Eyp r Eqp - 0.2.

Overall, a charged pion rejection factor of the order
of 104 is achieved. Another source of background to
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primary electrons arises from photon conversions.
Most of these are rejected by the primary vertex
association requirement. In order to reduce this back-
ground further, the invariant mass formed between
the electron candidate and any other close track of
opposite charge must be )120 MeVrc2. After these
cuts, only one out of 3000 p 0’s yields photon
conversions or Dalitz decays where one of the secon-
daries is mistaken for a primary electron.

This yields a rejection factor against neutral cur-
rents of 500 and an efficiency of 37% for prompt
electrons from n CC. The effect of the primarye

electron identification cuts is demonstrated in Table
1. For the final electron candidates, the momentum
vector is formed using the initial direction of the
electron momentum and assigning the energy as
defined earlier as its magnitude.

6.1. DIS search

y yThe search for t ™e n n decays initiates bye t

looking for a prompt electron and requiring no other
lepton candidate in the event. The effect of the cuts
described below are also shown in Table 1. Most

Žsurviving electrons from NC events e.g. Dalitz de-
.cays or photon conversions are rejected by selecting

events in the region of the u yQ plane, showneh Le p

in Fig. 3, characteristic of isolated electrons. The
remaining event sample is then entirely dominated
by primary electrons from n CC interactions. Thesee

are reduced by requiring consistency with the t mass
Ž 2 .0.2-M -1.8 GeVrc and by rejecting electronsT

with Q )5 GeVrc. The effectiveness of this lastLe p

cut, demonstrated in Fig. 3, can be attributed to the
reduction of the electron momentum due to the t

3-body decay.
For the remaining events, an approximate likeli-

hood function is built multiplying two one-dimen-
sional distributions, pe and perph , and two two-di-T T

mensional distributions, f vs f and pm vs Eeh m h T Õ i s
Ž .Fig. 4 . The resulting likelihood ratio L esti-t rn e

mates the relative probability of an event to be of
t™e or of n CC origin and is shown in Fig. 5. Ae

Ž .cut at log L )6.5 is seen to reject the n CCt rn ee

background by two orders of magnitude while keep-
ing 46% of the signal. One event remains in the ne

CC Monte Carlo sample, corresponding to a total
background estimate of 0.6q0 .7 events. The resultingy0.6

Ž .t efficiency is 4.6"0.9 %. In order to avoid bi-
ases, the Monte Carlo sample used to calculate this
efficiency was different from the one used to gener-
ate the reference distributions needed in the likeli-
hood calculation. No ty candidate is observed in the
data. A single positive event is observed, consistent
with an expectation of 0.4q1 .1 , which includes eventsy0.4

from charm ™eq decays with an undetected muon.

6.2. Low multiplicity search

The low multiplicity analysis is divided into 1-
track events and 2 or 3-track events. The cuts used in
the analysis are listed below. Some of them are
tighter for the 1-track sample and this tighter value is
shown in parentheses. Clearly for the 1-track events

Table 1
Ž .The effect of the cuts described in the text used in the t™enn DIS analysis on simulated t signal events, and background n CC, n CCe m

and NC events, as well as the data. In the n CC and NC columns, small contributions from n are included. The n column shows the tm t

efficiency. The background samples have been suitably normalized to the data. The sum of all 3 backgrounds is also shown, as is the effect
of the cuts on the positive control sample

Sample n MC n CC n CC n CC NC Sum Datat e e m

Charge y y q y q y q y q y q

N G2 0.950 1836 212 162000 47804 211852 208776track

Electron ID 0.289 684 46 57 87 103 77 844 210 897 251
u yQ 0.123 152 11 0.0 6.3 1.6 2.8 154 20 198 18eh L e p

M 0.100 57 2.2 0.0 5.9 0.0 0.0 57 8.1 65 8T
q1 q0.4 q0.4 q0.7 q1.1Likelihood 0.046 0.6"0.6 0.4"0.4 0.0 0 0 0 0.6 0.4 0 1y0 y0 y0 y0.6 y0.4
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y yFig. 3. The u yQ distributions for data and for Monte Carlo NC, n CC, and n CC events. The region used in the t ™e n n DISeh L e p t e e t

search is the one bounded by the two lines.

with no neutral energy and no secondary tracks, no
hadronic vector could be built and only cuts involv-
ing the kinematic properties of the electron could be
applied. To reject n CC background the followinge

e Ž . e Ž .cuts are used: u -200 150 mrad, p -15 10
m Ž .GeVrc, p )0.5 GeVrc, y s1yp rE )T B e Õ i s

0.10 and a cut in the f yf plane. The f yfeh m h eh m h

distributions for the signal and n CC backgrounde

are similar to the ones drawn in Fig. 4 for the DIS
analysis. Electrons from n e interactions are elimi-m

nated with a cut of u e )35 mrad for single track
topologies. The rejection of n NC background ism

achieved by requiring: pm -3.0 GeVrc, M -1.9T T

GeVrc2, y -0.75, and isolation cuts: 0.5-QB Le p

-11.5 GeVrc and u )0.25 rad. No ty candidateeh
Ž .survives in the data for a t efficiency of 3.4"0.6 %

in the low multiplicity events. The expected back-
ground is 0.5q0 .6 events coming mostly from eventsy0.2

in the one-track sample. One tq candidate is ob-
served with an expected background of 1.1 " 0.7.

I I( 0 )7. t ™h np n decayst

In the search for oscillations in the ty™
y Ž 0.h n qnp decay channel, the following require-t

ments are applied to hadrons in order to ensure that
they are not mismeasured muons or electrons:
Ø No associated raw muon chamber hits in at least

one projection.
Ø Energy deposition in the ECAL and HCAL in-

consistent with a minimum ionizing particle.
Ø Energy deposition in the TRD, the PS andror the

ECAL inconsistent with an electron.
" Ž " ".Throughout the rest of this paper the h p , K

are referred to as p " for simplicity.
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e e h m ŽFig. 4. The distributions in p , p rp , f vs f and p vs E used to build the likelihood ratio for Monte Carlo t events leftT T eh m h T Õ i s
y y. Ž .column and Monte Carlo n CC events right column in the t ™e n n DIS search.e e t

7.1. DIS search

For the DIS analysis the event selection require-
ments imposed are:

Ž yØ a leading primary track with negative charge p

.candidate capable of reaching the muon detector
with momentum pp )3 GeVrc.

Ø no track with p )0.8 GeVrc, well isolatedT

from the hadronic jet, that could have escaped
muon or electron detection.

These cuts eliminate most of the background from
n , n and n CC events. Their effect and that ofm m e

subsequent cuts on the data and on all the simulated
event samples is shown in Table 2. A cut of pm -T
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Fig. 5. The likelihood ratio L defined in the text, for the datat rn e
Ž .solid points , the background obtained using the data simulator

Ž . Ž .method hatched area and the simulated t signal histogram . The
y yregion used in the t ™ e n n DIS search is also shown.e t

2.0 GeVrc reduces the NC background and a cut on
the transverse mass of M - 2.5 GeVrc2 retainsT

only events that are kinematically consistent with t

decay.
The remaining candidates are mostly NC events

where one of the tracks in the hadronic jet is mis-
taken for the hadron from t decay. As shown in Fig.
6 and Table 2, imposing a cut of Q )1.7 GeVrcT

removes the remaining background, while retaining a
Ž .t efficiency of 1.20"0.25 % for t™pn decays,

Ž .0.30"0.09 % for t™rn decays and negligible
efficiency for the remaining hadronic t™ 1 prong
decay channels. Applying these cuts to the data, no
candidates are observed.

The muon veto inefficiency is measured to be
Ž . y40.6"0.1 =10 using a large sample of muons
originating from neighbouring test beams and
traversing the NOMAD detector outside the neutrino
spills. The background from unidentified high mo-
mentum muons originating in n CC events is thenm

obtained from the data, by removing the muon veto
cuts, and applying the measured muon veto effi-
ciency to the surviving number of events. Combining
this with the contribution of muons below detection
threshold from the MC, a background estimate of
0.2q1 .2 events is obtained. No event survives in they0.1

simulated neutral current and n CC samples, leadinge

to background estimates from these sources of 0.0q1 .4
y0.0

and 0.0q0 .1 , respectively. The total expected back-y0.0

ground is then 0.2q1 .8 events. Application of they0.1

same procedure to tq candidates yields 1 event for
1.7q1 .9 expected.y1.2

Because of the hard Q cut applied to the singleT

py candidate in this analysis the t™rn events
selected here are different from those selected by the
dedicated ry™pyp 0 analysis described in Section
8. The sensitivities to the t™rn channel of the two
analyses are therefore additive.

7.2. Low multiplicity search

In the low multiplicity analysis the candidate pion
is taken to be the track satisfying the largest number
of the following criteria: highest momentum, largest
f and largest Q . In order to select events withp h L e p

the topology characteristic of quasielastic and reso-
nance events, a cut on W 2 ym2 F 1.5 GeV 2rc 4,p

where m is the proton mass, is applied. A cut 0.5p

Fpp F 1.2 GeVrc preferentially selects pions fromT
Žt decays, where the p arises from the t mass Fig.T

.7 . For the one track sample, a cut on the pion
Ž p .direction u - 100 mrad is applied. For the 2 or 3

track sample, the recoiling hadronic jet direction is

ŽFig. 6. The Q distribution in the DIS analysis for the data solidT
. Ž . y ypoints , the background solid line and the simulated t ™p nt

Ž .signal dashed line
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Table 2
Ž .The effect of the cuts described in the text used in the t™pn DIS analysis. The organization is the same as in Table 1

Sample n MC n CC n CC n NC Sum Datat e m m

Charge y y q y q y q y q y q

G1 cand. 0.467 453 159 116040 40702 11106 10178 127599 51039 140794 47964
Quality 0.436 418 149 110832 39400 10228 9460 121478 49009 130591 45127
Veto CC 0.264 41 64 1266 1988 7555 6984 8862 9436 9469 10139

mp , M 0.222 35 55 1137 1795 4820 4284 5992 6134 6725 7312T T
q0.1 q1.2 q1.4 q1.4 q1.8 q1.9Q 0.012 0.0 0.5"0.2 0.2 1.2"1.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 1.7 0 1T y0.0 y0.1 y0.0 y0.0 y0.1 y1.2

measured and cuts on the transverse mass and on the
separation between the pion candidate and the recoil
hadron jet are used. The low multiplicity analysis

y Žyields one t candidate. The efficiency is 3.5 "
. Ž .0.7 % for the t™pn decays and 0.5"0.1 % for

t™rn decays. The background estimated from the
data simulator method is 0.1q0 .3 events. The tq

y0.1

control sample yields 6 candidates in the data for an
expectation of 8.8"3.5 from the simulation. The
background is much smaller in the negative than in
the positive channel because the background is dom-
inated by single track events and charge conservation
prohibits hadronic systems consisting of a single
negative track.

Fig. 7. The pp distribution in the low multiplicity analysis for the ty™pyn and NC Monte Carlo samples and for the data, afterT t

application of all other cuts.
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8. t I™r In decayst

Only a DIS analysis was performed in this chan-
nel. It is based on the reconstruction of the ry™

pyp 0. Events in which both photons from the p 0

decay reach the calorimeter without converting in the
Ž .drift chambers 37% are considered. They can be

Ž .detected either as two distinct clusters 2NCL in
which case the p 0 can be reconstructed or, when

Ž .they coalesce, as a single cluster 1NCL . In order to
select a sample of events with a better reconstruc-

Ž .tion, a tighter fiducial cut z-310 cm is used in
this analysis. An approximate likelihood ratio, L , isr

used to select, in each event, the most likely pyp 0

combination to originate from a r from t decay. It
is based on the pyp 0 opening angle and invariant
mass, on the ratio of the r candidate energy to the
total visible energy and on the angle between the r

and the hadronic jet direction. For the 2NCL analysis
the invariant mass and the opening angle of the two
photons are also included. Selecting the highest like-
lihood combination correctly identifies the r in 80%
of the events. The same combination of variables is
used to build a second approximate likelihood ratio,
L , to discriminate between neutral currents andt r NC

t decays. Cuts on the transverse plane variables, on
r Ž .Q )1.5 GeVrc and on log L )2.2 achieveT t r NC

this result.
Unidentified leptons in charged current events can

result in a background as they can combine with a
p 0 to simulate a r from a t decay. The n CCm

background is reduced by requiring that the two
highest p tracks in the event as well as the py

T

candidate do not miss the muon chambers and are
inconsistent with being a muon both in the muon

chambers and in the calorimeters. Background from
n CC events is reduced by requiring that the py

e

candidate deposit less than 15 GeV in the lead glass
and that the two highest p tracks are not identifiedT

as electrons in the TRD.
Ž .The efficiency is calculated to be 0.8"0.2 %.

No candidate event is observed in the data for an
estimated background of 0.5q2 .1. Applying the samey0.3

analysis to tq candidates yields 2 events with an
expectation of 3.7q1 .6.y1.5

9. t I™p Ip Hp In decayst

The search for n ™n oscillations using the ty
m t

y q y w x™p p p n decay channel 16 has the feature oft

providing additional kinematical constraints com-
pared to the one-prong channels, since most of these
decays occur via the a resonance and leave little1

energy for the associated neutrino.

9.1. DIS search

Two approximate likelihood ratios are formed,
Žboth built from the mass of the 3p system ‘‘a ’’1

. q y Žmass , the masses of the p p subsystems ‘‘r ’’

.mass , the ratio of the energy of the 3p system to
Ž . Ž .the total visible energy y , the maximum labB

Ž .opening angle among the three pions u , and anm a x
Ž .isolation variable u equal to the smallest anglei so l

between any of the three candidate decay products
and any of the remaining hadrons. The first likeli-
hood ratio, L , is used to select the most likely 3p3p

combination to be the t decay in a given event, and
picks the right combination in 73% of all simulated

Table 3
Ž .The effect of the cuts described in the text used in the t™3pn DIS analysis. The organization is the same as in Table 1

Sample n MC n CC n CC n NC Sum Datat e m m

Charge y y y q y q y q y q

3p combination
with Q s . 1 0.590 907 19260 19917 20595 20980 40762 40987 37408 40590
n NC 0.091 6 144 397 288 459 438 856 395 677t

Q 0.044 3 40 145 16 17 59 162 51 127T
q0.8nym 0.031 2 34 119 0.0 0.8 36 119 25 83ˆ ˆ y0 .0
q0.4m veto 0.017 1.0 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.4 1.0 1.2 3 4y0 .0
q0.4 q0.4e veto 0.016 0.2"0.1 0.2"0.1 0.8"0.4 0.0 0.4"0.4 0.4 1.2"0.6 0 2y0 .0 y0.1
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Ž .Fig. 8. The distribution in nym defined in the text for the Monte Carlo n NC and t™3pn events and for the data, after application ofˆ ˆ m

all other cuts. The region used in the t search is the one shown in the top left hand corner of the three plots.

t™3p events, and in 100% of the events surviving
all other cuts. The second variable L estimatest r NC

the relative probability for the selected combination
to come from a t as opposed to a random combina-
tion from a neutral current event. Only events with

Ž .log L )2 are retained. The effect of this cutt r NC

and of the other cuts used in this analysis is shown in
Table 3. The number of neutral current events is
reduced by an isolation cut, Q3p )1.2 GeVrc. TheT

remaining events in the simulated neutral current
samples are rejected by a cut on the nym plane,ˆ ˆ

Ž 3p m. Ž h . Ž 3p mwhere ns p yp r p and ms p qp yˆ ˆT T T T T
h . Ž 3p m h .p r p qp qp . t events will tend to haveT T T T

Ž 3p m. hn;1 and m;0 since for them p qp ;p ,ˆ ˆ T T T

whereas neutral current events are much more uni-
Ž .formly distributed Fig. 8 .

The remaining background is caused by CC events
in which the charged lepton is not identified. To
reduce this background the two highest p tracks areT

required to be inconsistent with being a muon in
both the muon chambers and the calorimeter, and to
be inconsistent with an electron. If this information
is not available because the relevant tracks miss the
lepton detectors, the event is rejected.

By releasing the cut on L to increase thet r NC

statistics, it is found that 0.7% of the n CC eventsm

survive the muon veto. The number of background
n CC events in the data is then estimated to bem

0.2"0.1. Note that the muon veto described here is
less effective than the one used in the single pion
analysis described earlier because the lower pion
momenta in the t™3p decay imply that the muons
that would simulate a pion from t decay are those of
low momentum, for which the muon spectrometer
has a lower acceptance. The contributions to the

background from n CC and n NC are calculated toe m

be 0.2"0.1 and 0.0q0 .4 events, respectively. They0.0

overall background is then 0.4q0 .4 events while noy0.1

ty candidate is found in the data. The efficiency for
y y q y Ž .t ™p p p n is 1.6"0.3 %. Three-prong de-t

cays with additional neutrals have not yet been in-
cluded in this analysis. The background prediction is
confirmed by a study of tq candidates: 2 events are
observed for 1.2"0.6 expected.

9.2. Low multiplicity search

In this analysis, in which three prong decays with
additional neutrals are included, criteria similar to
the ones described above and based on the invariant
mass and topology of the 3p system and on the
transverse mass are used to select the most likely 3p

combination and to reject the NC and CC back-
ground. No candidate is observed in the data for an

Ž .efficiency of 2.0 " 0.3 % and an expected back-
ground of 0.4q0 .6. The same analysis applied to tq

y0.4

candidates yields 14 events for an expectation of
11"4.

10. The limit for n ™n oscillationsm t

We express the result of the measurements de-
scribed above as a frequentist confidence interval
w x17 by optimally combining the measurements for
each channel, taking into account the number of
observed signal events, the expected background and
its uncertainty, and the number of expected signal
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Table 4
Summary of backgrounds and efficiencies for all analyses described. DIS and LM refers to the DIS and low multiplicity analyses for each

y y Ž .decay channel. The column t summarizes the observed number of t candidate events obs. and the corresponding predicted
Ž . qbackground est. backgr. for each channel. The column t contains the equivalent numbers for ‘‘wrong sign’’ candidates. The

y Ž . Ž .corresponding t selection efficiencies e and t branching ratios Br are also listed. Finally, the maximal number of expected signal
Ž . Ž .events N , as computed from Eq. 2 , is indicated for each channelm a x

I H Ž . Ž .analysis t t e % Br % Nm a x

obs. est. backgr. obs. est. backgr.
q0 .7 q1.1t™e DIS 0 0.6 1 0.4 4.6 " 0.9 17.8 635y0 .6 y0.4
q0.6t™e LM 0 0.5 1 1.1 " 0.7 3.4 " 0.6 17.8 218y0 .2

0 q1.8 q1.9Ž . Ž . Ž .t™p p DIS 0 0.2 1 1.7 1.2 0.3 12.0 25.8 173y0 .1 y1.2
0 q0.3Ž . Ž . Ž .t™p p LM 1 0.1 6 8.8 " 3.5 3.5 0.5 12.0 25.8 198y0 .1

q2.1 q1.6t™r DIS 0 0.5 2 3.7 0.8"0.2 25.2 128y0 .3 y1.5

q0.4t™3p DIS 0 0.4 2 1.2 " 0.6 1.6"0.3 9.8 122y0 .1
0 q0.6Ž .t™3p np LM 0 0.4 14 11 " 4 2.0 " 0.3 14.9 108y0 .4

q3.0all t 1 2.7 27 28 " 6 70.5 1582y0 .8

events if the oscillation probability were unity. This
last quantity is given by

N sN = s rs =Br=e , 2Ž .Ž .m a x m t m

where:
Ø N is the number of n CC interactions, afterm m

correction for muon identification efficiency, in
the subsample of n CC events corresponding tom

the conditions of the analysis in question. The
DIS and low multiplicity analysis subsamples,
which overlap partially, consist of 162 000 and 68
000 events, respectively.
Ž .Ø s rs is the suppression factor of the n crosst m t

section due to the difference between the t and m

masses. It is calculated to be 0.48 for scaling and
0.73 for non-scaling processes, resulting in 0.48
for the DIS analysis and 0.53 for the low multi-
plicity analysis.

Ø Br is the branching ratio and e is the selection
efficiency for the t decay channel in question.

These quantities are summarized in Table 4. The
systematic uncertainty on N is about 15%, result-m a x

ing mostly from the uncertainty on the efficiency
calculations. The effect of this systematic uncertainty
on the limit calculation is negligible in the frequen-

w xtist approach 18 .
To construct the confidence interval, we follow

w xthe procedures of Ref. 17 , replacing the likelihood
w xratio with a generalized form 19 to account for the

uncertainties in the background estimation. The re-
sulting 90% confidence level upper limit corresponds
to 3.3 events and thus leads to an upper limit on the
oscillation probability of

P n ™n -3.3r1582s2.1=10y3 , 3Ž . Ž .o sc m t

which corresponds to sin2 2u -4.2=10y3 for largemt

Fig. 9. The Dm2 ysin2 2u plane. The region excluded by NO-
Ž .MAD at 90% c.l. solid line is shown together with limits set by
w xother experiments 5,20,21 .
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Dm2 and to the exclusion region in the Dm2 ysin2 2u

plane shown in Fig. 9. A similar result 5 has also
w xbeen presented by the CHORUS collaboration 20 .

Since the number of observed events is fewer than
the estimated background, the sensitivity of the ex-
periment, defined as the average upper limit that
would be set by an ensemble of experiments with the
same expected background in the absence of signal
w x17 , is higher than the quoted result. A Monte Carlo
simulation of 1000 such experiments yields an oscil-
lation probability sensitivity of 3.0=10y3. The like-
lihood to obtain a probability of 2.1=10y3 or lower
is 35%.

11. Conclusion

Based on an analysis of 17% of the data already
collected, NOMAD has now set an upper limit on
sin2 2u at high Dm2 of 4.2=10y3 at 90% c.l.. It ismt

expected that by using the remainder of the data, by
adding the data to be collected during the approved
1998 run and by improving the efficiency for the
signal the sensitivity of the experiment will be im-
proved substantially.
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